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Abstract
Several comments are given to previous proofs of the generalised
second law of thermodynamics: black hole entropy plus ordinary mat-
ter entropy never decreases for a thermally closed system. Arguments
in favour of its truism are given in the spirit of conventional thermo-
dynamics.
PACS: 04.20.Cv
Thermodynamics (see [1, 2] for introduction) is one of the physical dis-
ciplines in which physical laws are governed by simplicity and generality
(S&G). Due to the largeness of physical degrees of freedom, most macro-
scopic systems are untraceable microscopically. Therefore, a systematic way,
based on macroscopic S&G regardless of the microscopic details, is needed
in order to extract the information we are interested, amongst which one
of the most important is perhaps the equilibrium states. Thermodynam-
ics suffices such task by employing extremising (maximising or minimising)
principles [1]. Even though a microscopic model is introduced later to give
thermodynamic quantities a statistical-mechanical interpretation, the major
roles of thermodynamic quantities, and hence the extremising principles, are
unquestionable.
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Like all other microscopic physical laws, the status of second law of ther-
modynamics (SLT) is more a postulate than a theorem [1, 2]: It is taken
as one of the starting points for a long journey of searching statistical de-
scriptions of a physical system. Therefore, it has to be checked up again and
again throughout the journey. In other words, it can only be verified in a
self-consistent way, or in a circular way by Callen’s word [1]. And because
SLT is an experience law applicable only at macroscopic scale, it cannot sur-
vive under the closest scrutiny from the viewpoint of microscopic unitary
evolution. Even so, up to now, we have all of the reasons to believe that its
S&G is unquestionable if we do not go beyond the border.
On the other side of physics, we are used to thinking of space-time in
geometric language after Einstein formulated general relativity, which is al-
ways regarded as a dynamic theory. Presumably, it would have surprised him
very much, as we are, that, along with the development of black hole physics
[3, 4], gravitational degrees of freedom can also be cast in the language of
thermodynamics [5], as can be seen most transparently from the identifica-
tion of the area of an event horizon with entropy [6, 7] and the formulation
of four laws of black hole mechanics [8].
However, as being pointed out by Callen [1], thermodynamics by itself is
not a theory; it is a way of thinking: thinking about the laws of nature which
are universal and revealed in macroscopic scale whatever the microscopic
compositions and dynamics the system has. From this point of view, it
should not surprise us anymore that gravity, which is usually neglected in
thermodynamics because of its weakness, can/should also be incorporated
into thermodynamics.
One of the most important developments along this line is Bekenstein’s
conjecture [6] that the second law of thermodynamics and that of black hole
mechanics should indeed be combined together as a generalised second law
(GSL) for a closed self-gravitating system. It states that for a gravitationally
closed system which is consisted of a black hole and ordinary matter, the total
entropy should never decrease.
Bekenstein’s conjecture is proposed before Hawking’s celebrated discovery
that a black hole is not only a big sucker, but also a blood-giver which
can radiate. Therefore, at pre-Hawking radiation era, the GSL is only an
approximated thermodynamic law which can be violated provided that the
black hole is surrounded by thermal radiation of temperature lower than that
of the black hole. Hawking’s discovery gives the GSL a chance of surviving.
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Once more, we can expect that S&G still governs thermodynamic laws.
After Bekenstein offered his conjecture of the GSL, strong evidences for
its truism have been given in references [6], [9]–[15]. It is thus natural to
regard the GSL as a special case of the SLT which involves a black hole.
Nonetheless, with above attitude towards the SLT in mind, we feel that
the proofs of the GSL available to us are unsatisfactory on two aspects: The
first, the status of the GSL in thermodynamics is not revealed explicitly. As
being stressed above, the GSL of thermodynamics is not a consequence of
any other physical laws within thermodynamics (or statistical mechanics); it
is the starting point of the following story: By maximising entropy we can
determine the equilibrium states of the system. It is virtually hopeless to do
this following the microscopic dynamic evolution. Conversely, as far as we
know, only an equilibrium state has well-defined thermodynamic functions of
state; entropy is one of them. The second, the flavour of thermodynamics—
simplicity and generality—is veiled by the detailed microscopic dynamics.
In this note, we would like to offer examples to show how the GSL works
and evidences for its truism from the point of view described above. Because
we have accepted its truism as the first law, the arguments is not a proof,
but self-consistent statements that serves as its foundation.
Before we present our approach, we would like to give a few comments
to previous attempts of proof. Although Frolov and Page have given several
comments to those prior to theirs [14], we would like to add some to contrast
those approaches with our attitude.
Since Bekenstein offered his conjecture before Hawking radiation was dis-
covered, his proof [6, 9] suffered from the unavoidable incompleteness in which
the entropy of radiation was missed. He proposed a lower bound of spatial
expansion (with respect to fixed S and U) for ordinary thermodynamic sys-
tem as a remedy. We think the generalised second law can be understood
without introducing such a bound (as shown later). On the other hand, nor
is it sufficient to guarantee the validity of the generalised second law: Con-
sider the case in which the initial and final masses of the black hole are the
same, then the entropy difference comes purely from those matter outside
the black hole. Due to the universality of Bekenstein’s bound [16], it cannot
inform us how to calculate this difference.
In Unruh and Wald’s version [10] (see also Zaslavskii’s [15]), the impor-
tance of the entropy contribution from radiation was stressed, and it was used
to remedy the incompleteness of Bekenstein’s proof by considering buoyancy
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force originated from radiation. This buoyancy force will be felt by matter
in a stationary Schwarzschild frame (SSF), but not in a locally inertial frame
(LIF). As a consequence, after the rope is cut, which ties matter to someone
standing outside the system concerned, such buoyancy force can be forgotten.
On the other hand, because the GSL concerns the never-decreasing property
of entropy of a thermally closed system, what we are interested is the en-
tropy change during the period of approaching equilibrium after the rope
is cut when the system can be regarded as thermally closed. Nevertheless,
the non-negligibility of the entropy of Hawking radiation will never be over-
stressed. We will see later that the GSL is rescued not only by the existence
of Hawking radiation, but also by its massless and thermal properties.
Zurek’s proof [11](later generalised by Schumacher [12]) gave a strong
support to Bekenstein’s statistical interpretation of black hole entropy as
the lack of information about the internal configurations of a black hole.
Nonetheless, his proof only achieved half of the goal: if the surrounding
thermal radiation has a higher temperature than that of the black hole, the
GSL will be violated. However, as we will show later, if the equilibrium states
can be handled properly, a final equilibrium state with higher entropy can
always be found.
As a side product, the GSL was derived within the membrane paradigm
by Zurek and Thorne [13]. In fact, they used the thermal atmosphere to
transform the statement of the GSL to a special case of the SLT. Nonetheless,
the importance and usefulness of the GSL will be gravely weakened if it has
to be understood with the help of FIDOs near an event horizon from a local
point of view because then, it becomes unclear how the GSL can be used
globally to the whole system (this is how we use the SLT and this is also
the reason why we need thermodynamics). We prefer doing without FIDOs’
help.
In Frolov and Page’s proof [14], quantum modes in the interior of a black
hole were assumed to be the CPT reversal of those outside a black hole. We
think this assumption is so rigid that once it is invalidated, the whole argu-
ments will break down. A different picture of the interior of black holes could
indeed be drawn [17]. And since the black hole entropy can be determined
at spatial infinity, it seems unnecessary to worry about what are happening
inside a black hole. On the other hand, in the last step of their proof, they
compared two Massieu functions defined on different spaces—exterior and
interior of the black hole. However, entropy is an extensive quantity (this is
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still roughly true for a composite system which is not separated by an imper-
meable wall), its value depends on the volume where the system is confined.
In the terminology of quantum field theory, it depends on the normalisation.
It is thus unclear, since the practical computation scheme was not given in
such a general approach, whether their difference can be explicitly calculated
to be semi-positive definite, as claimed in their proof.
To help clarify the scenario of our approach, let us review the basic state-
ment of the SLT at first. From the point of view of entropy, it says that the
entropy (S) for a thermally closed system (δQ = 0) will never decrease. For a
thermally closed system in equilibrium, by definition (since this is how we de-
termine the equilibrium state), S is maximum, and the temperature T = 1/β,
defined as β = (∂S/∂U)V (we employ units with h¯ = c = G = kB = 1), is a
constant throughout the system.
How can we benefit from the SLT? Consider a composite system which is
consisted of two boxes of matter attached to each other along a wall which is
restrictive with respect to energy (ERWall)[1]; and each one is in equilibrium
by its own. Then, we change the wall to a heat-permeable (or particle-
permeable) one with negligible effects on the system so that they can ap-
proach final equilibrium state. The final state is determined by maximising
the entropy with internal energy and volume keeping fixed. Even though
this is not the only way to get the information about the final state, this is
perhaps the simplest one. In this case, the SLT is verified directly from daily
experiences.
We will apply a similar picture to the GSL. As mentioned previously, the
GSL will be violated without Hawking radiation. Consequently, we need to
include Hawking radiation to form an equilibrium state involving a black hole.
We confine a black hole (H , we consider Schwarzschild black holes only) and
thermal radiation (R) of total internal energy (ADM mass) Ui =MHi + URi
at temperature Ti = 1/βi in a ball (B) of volume V (black hole has no volume
by prescription). This picture was pioneered by Hawking [18]. (This picture
contains the phenomenon of phase transition in which MH acts as an order
parameter [2]. Black hole formations as phase transitions have been observed
in numerical simulations [19, 20, 21]. Though those simulations are done in
a purely classical setting, we believe those results can still be regarded as a
partial support for the applicability of our picture.)
Some remarks are needed since V and URi will diverge in the SSF without
proper prescriptions. Consider, at spatial infinity, a thin spherical shell of box
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of volume δV = aδr (where a is the area orthogonal to the radial co-ordinate
and δr is the radial expansion in the co-ordinates of the SSF) containing
thermal radiation of temperature T . The entropy is then Sδ = β(Uδ − Fδ),
where Fδ is the corresponding Helmholtz free energy. If we put this shell
at co-ordinate r, to an observer in a LIF, the energy and temperature then
scale in the same manner by a factor χ = (1 − 2M/r)−1/2 [22]. Therefore,
the entropy is independent of frames (SSF or LIF) even though χ diverges
at the event horizon. Furthermore, if we use a box with the same δr, then
the energy density is also frame-independent since the volume also scales by
a factor of χ (but entropy density is thus zero, and Stefan’s constant is not
a fundamental constant). We therefore build up the ball, shell by shell, at
spatial infinity at first, then we pull it to the nearby of the black hole while
at the same time keeping the radial co-ordinate expansion fixed. Since in our
equations only entropy, hence the combinations of βU and βF , will appear,
we can dismiss factor χ totally. We thus can use these quantities as if we are
in spatial infinity. This perhaps is one of the reasons that entropy is more
important and interesting than other quantities.
The criteria for the existence of various configurations of the system de-
scribed above have been analysed in [18, 23]. In our approach, these criteria
are not used explicitly because it is not necessary to require that there is a
black hole in either the initial or the final state.
To see how the GSL works, we attach to the outer surface of B a spherical
shell of box (b) of volume v which can contain any kind of ordinary matter
(m) at temperature Tı¯ with internal energy Uı¯ and Helmholtz free energy Fı¯.
From here, we can have two different approaches. The first, B and b are
always separated by a heat-permeable wall while they are approaching equi-
librium, so there is only heat exchange between them. The final matter form
in b is still m. The second, the wall between B and b will be removed so that
m will fall into the hole (if there is one), thus the final matter form in b is ther-
mal radiation (r). The second case shows a new feature of thermodynamics
involving a black hole in which the black hole acts as a matter-to-radiation
transformer (if m is not thermal radiation in the first place). We consider
these two cases separately.
From the first case we will learn how the GSL works and this will provide
us with a basis for the consideration of the second case. The whole entropy
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change can be separated into three parts,
dS = dSH + dSR + dSm , (1)
where
dSH = 4piM
2
Hf − 4piM
2
Hi , (2)
dSR = βf(URf − FRf )− βi(URi − FRi) , (3)
dSm = βf(Umf − Fmf )− βı¯(Umı¯ − Fmı¯) .
Uab and Fab are internal energy and Helmholtz free energy for matter form a
at temperature Tb, respectively.
To understand why the final state of the triple-phase system (ifMHf 6= 0)
has the highest entropy without doing calculation, let us consider the follow-
ing slow-motioned thought experiment in which the whole system approaches
equilibrium through an infinite-step procedure: We cover the black hole by
an ERWall at first, then let R andm approach equilibrium with UR+Um fixed
(observed at spatial infinity). According to the SLT, the entropy change is
semi-positive definite. Afterwards, we remove the ERWall around the black
hole, but cover B with an ERWall. Then, let H and R approach equilibrium
with MH + UR fixed (also observed at spatial infinity). According to the
GSL, the entropy change is also semi-positive definite. We then carry on
above procedure again and again until the whole system, H+R+m, arrives
at equilibrium. Because entropy is a function of state, the entropy change
is unique for a thermally closed system if so is the final state determined
by maximising entropy. (We assume it is.) Therefore, the total entropy
change is semi-positive definite. (The reader may suspect that with delicate
arrangement, the above procedure could have no definite final state, just
like the series 1,−1, 1,−1, . . . has no limit. However, it is not difficult to
convince oneself that if Tı¯ > Ti (Tı¯ < Ti), then T of m will decrease (in-
crease) only. And if a phase transition happens, i.e., MH 6= 0→ MH = 0 or
MH = 0 → MH 6= 0, then the other direction will not happen. Therefore,
we can safely expect that the final equilibrium state will be the limit state
of the above procedure.) Alternatively, one can write down those entropy
terms explicitly and maximising the total entropy.
The second case is generic to the GSL because it involves transformations
between different matter forms. The total entropy change can be separated
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into four parts,
dS = dSH + dSR + dSr + dSm ,
where dSH and dSR are respectively as those in (2) and (3), and
dSr = βf(Urf − Frf )− βı¯(Urı¯ − Frı¯) ,
dSm = βı¯(Urı¯ − Frı¯)− βı¯(Umı¯ − Fmı¯) .
Urı¯ and βı¯ = 1/Tı¯ are determined by replacing initial matter m in b with
thermal radiation r of identical internal energy, namely, Urı¯ = Umı¯. Now, if
we consider a system with initial state Hi +Ri + rı¯, then we can borrow the
conclusion of the first case that the entropy change, dSH+dSR+dSr, is semi-
positive definite. However, if the final state of our original system Hi+Ri+mı¯
contains a black hole (i.e., m will be swallowed by H), then this final state is
just the same final state arrived from the initial state Hi+Ri+rı¯. Therefore,
if dSm is semi-positive definite, we then arrive at the desideratum. Though
it is quite unlikely to give a proof to this statement, it seems intuitively true.
On the other hand, if the final state of Hi+Ri+mı¯ does not contain a black
hole, then we come back to the first case.
From the other point of view, by accepting the truism of GSL in the
first place (as we did), we can indeed turn the logic around to make the
conjecture: Given fixed volume V and fixed internal energy U as constraints,
massless thermal radiation (if no black hole forms) has the largest entropy
amongst all possible kinds of matter. In this way, we find that a black hole is
a nature-born entropy generator by way of transforming matter into thermal
radiation. How cute Nature is to realise the GSL in such a delicate way!
In Jacobson’s approach of space-time thermodynamics [5], the status of the
first law of thermodynamics is lowered to a more fundamental one than that
of Einstein field equation. We wonder if this can also be done to the GSL?
Obviously, it is of vital importance that Hawking radiation is massless
thermal radiation. From Page’s estimation [24], this is indeed the case for
large mass black holes for which thermodynamics can be ensured making
sense.
Above approach has as much thermo-flavour as we can offer. Though we
left one conjecture to be verified, this can be done case by case. It is then
delightful to see that Bekenstein’s insight about the S&G of thermodynamic
laws could also be understood from a thermodynamic point of view.
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